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HAMMOCKS
Since the late 1400s, hammocks have been 
the go-to sleeping solution for adventurers, 
conquistadors and holiday makers alike. 
Sea to Summit’s new range of hammocks 
and accessories have been designed and 
engineered to be a fresh take on an old outdoor 
adage. Adding in the durability, innovation and 
thorough design that Sea to Summit is famous 
for, the range we have developed is truly ground 
breaking. 

Hammock Range
Code Style Weight Colours Barcode
AHAMBUG Hammock Bug Net 380g | 13.4oz Black 9327868067213

AHAMDBL Hammock Double Blue 450g | 1lb Blue 9327868067152

AHAMDLI Hammock Double Lime 450g | 1lb Lime 9327868067145

AHAMDRD Hammock Double Red 450g | 1lb Red 9327868067169

AHAMSBL Hammock Single Blue 360g | 12.7oz Blue 9327868067121

AHAMSLI Hammock Single Lime 360g | 12.7oz Lime 9327868067114

AHAMSRD Hammock Single Red 360g | 12.7oz Red 9327868067138

AHAMGS Gear Sling Lime 165g | 5.8oz Lime 9327868067237

AHAMSS Suspension Straps Grey 170g | 6oz Grey 9327868067190

AHAMTARP Hammock Tarp Blue 330g | 11.7oz Blue 9327868067220

AHAMTP Tree Protector Grey 135g | 4.8oz Grey 9327868067206

AHAMULSGY Hammock Ultralight Single Grey 140g | 5oz Grey 9327868067183

AHAMULSYW Hammock Ultralight Single Yellow 140g | 5oz Yellow 9327868067176

Blue
Colour range

Lime Red

When it came to designing a hammock range, we looked at the three biggest qualms we had with 
the hammocks we already owned and used. Hanging a hammock, particularly when bikepacking or 
bushwalking can be cumbersome, as most require you to use either carabiners or heavy steel hooks. 
The stuff sacks included with most hammocks we also found to be heavy and not compact enough. 
And lastly, parachute style hammocks often don’t breathe well in humid climates. We thus set out to 
rectify these three characteristics.

Quick Connect buckles
Tensioning and balancing hammock straps is crucial to getting a 30° hang. Quick Connect buckles 
allow you to easily attach your hammock to your straps and tension accordingly. Handy prints on the 
buckles help you orient the buckles correctly to make sure that tension is held for your entire night’s 
sleep. 

Water resistant, durable storage
A handy, compressible Ultra-Sil compression bag maintains the Sea to Summit ethos of lightweight 
and durable, while adding significantly more functionality than a standard stuff sack. 

Highly breathable fabric
The Ultralight and Pro hammocks all feature highly breathable fabrics for a comfortable nights sleep.

Pro Hammock Range

Grey Yellow

UltraLight Hammock Range

Quick Connect Buckle System

Pro Hammock 70D Nylon Fabric

Ultralight 20D Monofilament Fabric
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PRO HAMMOCK
A fresh take on the 70D hammock - compact and technical.
Quick Connect buckles
Excess space has been left in the Ultralight’s compression bag to allow for the straps to be rolled 
up and packed in the same stuff sack - when you pull your hammock out, you’re not digging around 
for straps. The webbing loop is triple bar tacked to the hammock to ensure long term durability. The 
buckles on the Pro Hammocks are made from high strength plated steel.

Highly breathable fabric
Pro Hammocks feature a technical, 70D ripstop nylon. It makes the hammocks exceptionally strong, 
being rated to over 180kg, while keeping weight to a practical minimum. Weighing in at 360 and 450 
grams for the single and double respectively, the fabric allows a happy median between durability and 
gram scrimping.

ULTRALIGHT HAMMOCK
Introducing the world’s lightest hammock - 140g.

Ultralight Hammocks feature a specifically designed 20D monofilament fabric. Its whisper-light 
appearance is matched on the scales, coming in at a tiny 140g. The fabric is more than strong enough 
to take the load of a sleeping camper, with the single being rated to 135kg. Being a monofilament 
fabric, it is also highly compressible making for a miniscule packed size.

Aluminium buckles
The buckle on the Ultralight is made from high strength, light weight aluminium to shave extra grams. 
The webbing loop is triple bar tacked to the hammock to ensure long term durability. 

HAMMOCK ACCESSORIES
Suspension Straps
Designed to attach directly to our Quick Connect Buckles, these straps make setting up your hammock 
exceptionally fast, and even quick to adjust. The 15mm non-stretch webbing is extremely compact and 
has reflective thread for visibility at night. It measures 3 metres long so you can reach it around large 
trees and has a break strength of 250kg per strap.

Tree Protectors
Sea to Summit is a proud proponent of Leave No Trace®, and our Tree Protectors will ensure that the 
trees you hang your hammock from will be there for many more generations. Thin straps can remove 
the outer layer of bark from trees, which can prevent the tree from supplying nutrients. Tree protectors 
are wider than standard straps, measuring 38mm, and thus will not ring-bark trees. They feature high 
strength plated steel buckles that quickly attach to the Suspension Straps.

Bug Net
Designed to fit our entire hammock range, the bug net is a unique design that allows maximum inter-
nal space. 80cm | 31” collapsible pole spreads the mesh away from your body for a spacious feeling 
and protection from bugs that can bite through the hammock fabric. Made from soft, polyester mesh 
with
80 holes/cm² for excellent bug protection. No ridgeline means uninterrupted star-gazing. Large 
right-angle zip opens wide for easy access.

Gear Sling
A simple design to keep your backpack off the ground, and essential items within arm’s reach. By 
essential, we mean a good book and a beer. Features super fast set-up and adjustment with nylon 
cam-hook, reflective cord for visibility at night and a 22kg capacity.

Hammock Tarp
When sleeping in a hammock, lying on a slight angle results in a flatter, more comfortable hang. The 
assyymetrical tarp is shaped to give maximum wind protection with minimal fabric. The unique 5 point 
design allows a 2-point side to face the prevailing wind, while the 1-point side provides room to cook. 
Weighing in at 330g, this massive 3.6x2.8 metre tarp uses our Ultra-Sil® Nano 15D Nylon for advanced 
strength to weight ratio. 


